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Rationalization of chirality transfer and fast
conformational changes in a tris(2-pyridylmethyl)
amine-based cage†
Gege Qiu,a Djamel Eddine Khatmi,ab Alexandre Martinez

*a and Paola Nava

*a

The key features that govern the chirality transfer in a structurally contracted covalent cage, consisting of
a northern chiral cyclotriveratrylene (CTV) connected to a southern tris(2-pyridyl-methyl)amine (TPA)
unit by three methyl bridges, are described. The preferential orientation of the propeller arrangement of
TPA is dictated by its compact structure, with an arm of the TPA unit pointing inside the cage, together
with the relative positioning of the three pyridines regarding the chiral CTV cap. The diastereomers with
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P/P (or M/M) conﬁgurations for the CTV and TPA units adopt eclipsed structures and were found to be
more stable by 40 kJ mol1 than the P/M (or M/P) diastereomer which displays a staggered
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arrangement. The existence of isomerization pathways between isomers of the cage with low energy
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barriers (38 kJ mol1) accounts for the 1H-NMR signal, which is consistent with an averaged C3 structure.

Introduction
Enantiopure articial molecular containers arouse a growing
interest as they can mimic the stereoselective processes found
in nature, such as enantioselective enzymatic catalysis or chiral
recognition.1 Among the covalent or self-assembled chiral
cages, C3 symmetrical ones are of particular interest because
they can lead to the formation of chiral propeller structures of
triple-stranded helix, allowing the chirality to transfer from one
side of the cage to its opposite. In particular, it was shown that
the chirality of the cyclotriveratrylene unit (CTV), once included
in a C3-symmetrical hemicryptophane cage, can propagate
along the linkers to control the chirality of both the arms and
the other unit located at the opposite side of the cage.2
On the other hand, controlling the helicity of an achiral
tris(2-pyridyl-methyl)amine (TPA) moiety is a challenge of
particular interest, due to the versatility of this ligand for bioinspired chemistry,3 catalysis,4 host–guest chemistry,5 and
chiral sensing:6 by imposing the sense of its pyridine twist, it
could be switched into a highly demanded chiral ligand7 for the
development of complexes with potential applications as
enantioselective sensors and catalysts. The remote control of
the TPA helicity has been achieved through either
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a supramolecular functionalization through ionic contact,8 or
covalent derivatization with chiral concave baskets.9
In this line, we have recently reported the covalent capping of
the TPA ligand by a chiral cyclotriveratrylene unit as an eﬃcient
strategy to obtain predictable control of the clockwise/
anticlockwise propeller arrangement of the TPA ligand.10
Indeed, the hemicryptophane cage 1, which consists in a TPA
ligand covalently attached to a CTV unit through three methylene –CH2– bridges, displays a propeller arrangement of the
southern pyridines dictated by the chirality of its northern CTV
(Fig. 1a): the X-ray structure reveals that the P-CTV imposes
a right-handed propeller orientation of the TPA moiety (the P/P1 cage), whereas the M-CTV enantiomer induces a le-handed
orientation of the TPA moiety (the M/M-1 cage).10,11
The crystal structure of 1 is particularly compact: by
observing the TPA part, Fig. 1a, we notice that one –CH2– unit
connected to the nitrogen atom Nsp3 has its hydrogen atoms
pointing inside the cage (one-arm-inside conformation).
However, in solution the 1H-NMR of the cage displays an overall
C3 symmetry (Fig. 1b). Furthermore, by decreasing the
temperature up to 220 K, variable temperature 1H-NMR analysis
do not allow for the observation of complete decoalescence of
the signals that only appear broader in some cases, suggesting
a particularly fast motion even at 220 K. A fast equilibrium
between conformations presenting outward and inward orientations of the –CH2–N arm could account for this experimental
result. Indeed, NOE correlations between the –CH2–N protons
and the aromatic protons of the CTV unit were observed, suggesting that the self-inclusion process is certainly retained and
that each arm goes in and out of the cavity at a rate that is fast
on NMR time scale.10
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existence of isomerization pathways between three isomers of 1
that could not be observed by NMR analysis due to averaged
signals. This work therefore elucidates the key parameters to
achieve chirality transfer, and provide unprecedented insights
into the dynamic behaviour of a structurally contracted hemicryptophane cage.

Results and discussion
Preliminary molecular dynamics calculations were performed
to explore the potential energy surface of the neutral cage.13
Reported calculations were performed at the PBE0-D3/def2TZVP level of theory (see the ESI for further details†).14–18
Chirality transfer

(a) Structure of cage 1 from XRD. The P/P enantiomer is shown
on the left and the M/M on the right; (b) 1H-NMR at 298 and 220 K.10

Fig. 1

As the static view of the X-ray diﬀraction analysis and the
time-scale resolution of the NMR, result in a relatively simple
view of the three-dimensional arrangement, we present here
a detailed study of the chiral cage 1 based on experimental
observations and computational techniques. Indeed, computational treatments represent a powerful tool that allows for
exploring the conformational space that could hardly be evidenced experimentally.5,12
Our work proposes a new explanation for the transfer of
chirality observed in 1. Furthermore, our study reveals the

Fig. 2 Optimized structures from XRD. Two possible conformations
are shown. The bottom and side views refer to the most stable. DE and
DG in kJ mol1.
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The P/P isomer of 1, optimized from the XRD data, is shown in
Fig. 2 (P/P-1). The one-arm-inside structure guarantees a staggered conformation of the three CH2 links connecting the
nitrogen atom Nsp3 to the pyridine moieties (Fig. 2, bottom
view). By considering the inside-arm, the pyridine ring is nearly
orthogonal to the C(68)–Nsp3 bond and the CH2O link connecting
the pyridine to the top CTV is oriented in such a way that the
dihedral angle N(92)–C(67)–C(29)–O(2) is of 92.6 (computed
structure), reducing the repulsion between the nitrogen and the
oxygen lone pairs (Fig. 2, side view).
In the XRD structure, some disorder is observed concerning
the position of the –OMe groups of the CTV. The energy
diﬀerence between two possible optimized structures (the P/P-1
and A isomers in Fig. 2) is negligible (DE ¼ 1.9 kJ mol1, DE ¼
ZPE corrected energy diﬀerence, ZPE ¼ zero-point energy, DG ¼
4.3 kJ mol1) and the conversion barrier between them is also
small (DE# ¼ 25.9 kJ mol1, DG# ¼ 28.0 kJ mol1). In the
following, ZPE corrected electronic energy diﬀerences and
Gibbs free energies diﬀerences are reported with respect to the
most stable structure.
As only the P/P (or M/M) structure is experimentally observed
and to better understand this remarkable chirality transfer, we

Fig. 3 Optimized structures for hypothetical P/M isomers of 1. The P/P
isomer is also reported. Blue spheres represent the nitrogen atoms. DE
and DG in kJ mol1.
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optimized hypothetical conformations for the P/M cage (P/
CTV; M/ le-handed TPA). Results from the Density Functional Theory (DFT) calculations are reported in Fig. 3, where
the structures are depicted from a top view, to underline the
position of the aromatic rings of the CTV unit. The P/P cage is
also reported for comparison.
The rst structure, I, is built by assuming a C3 arrangement
of the cage (even if the optimization was conducted without
imposing the symmetry constraint). This conformation is allarm-outside, with an evident P/M pattern. The aromatic rings
of the CTV are almost eclipsed with the pyridines of the bottom
of the cage, whereas in the P/P cage they are clearly alternating,
without superposition. This aspect contributes to the higher
energy of I with respect to the P/P isomer (DE ¼ 49.8 kJ mol1,
DG ¼ 40.6 kJ mol1).
From I, a rotation was applied to generate an isomer with the
C(68)H2 inside the cage. The geometry optimization procedure
leads to a tilt of the pyridine ring connected to this CH2 link,
resulting into structure II. In this case, it is no more possible to
associate a P or M descriptor for the bottom unit, as the pyridine
of the inside-arm shows the same orientation than in the PP
cage, while the two other pyridines are still oriented similarly

RSC Advances
than in I. This structure is slightly less stable than the crystal
structure (DE ¼ 19.5 kJ mol1, DG ¼ 9.6 kJ mol1) and it readily
converts to a P/P cage (DE# ¼ 19.6 kJ mol1, DG# ¼
17.4 kJ mol1, see the ESI for further details†).
Finally, these results suggest that the preferential formation
of P/P (or M/M) diastereomers compared to the P/M (or M/P)
structures arises from the less stable eclipsed structure
observed in the latter case. A key parameter that induces the
chirality transfer in 1 is the preferential staggered positioning of
the TPA pyridines compared to the CTV aromatic rings. As
a result, the chirality transfer might be dependent on the
distance between the CTV and the TPA unit. This nding is in
good agreement with previous observations on a bigger TPAbased hemicryptophane owning phenyl linkages, where no
chirality transfer was observed between the CTV and the
southern TPA unit while the phenyl linkers were helically
arranged (see Fig. S3 in the ESI†).19
Dynamic aspects
As presented in Fig. 1, the XRD analysis shows a nonsymmetrical structure for cage 1, while the 1H-NMR suggests
a C3 symmetry, possibly due to a signal averaging caused by fast

Fig. 4 Isomerization pathways between isoenergetic structures of 1: A (red arm inside), B (green arm inside), C (cyan arm inside). Selected
intermediates are depicted (see the ESI for more details†). The atoms involved in each step (excluded the –OMe rotations) are indicated. The blue
spheres represent the N atoms. The DG values relative to the most stable P/P isomer are indicated for the displayed intermediates.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Fig. 5

Optimized structures of 1 and D.

conformational changes. We present here some computed
pathways that could account for this averaging eﬀect.
Cage 1 is formed by three arms connecting the southern
tertiary amine to the northern methylene –CH2– units of the
CTV. These arms are not equivalent: in Fig. 4 three isoenergetic
isomers are depicted, where the inside arm contains respectively C(68) (A, red arm inside, same structure as in Fig. 2), C(88)
(B, green arm inside), and C(78) (C, cyan arm inside). In Fig. 4, we
present as well three computed pathways for the conversion of A
into B and/or C and their Gibbs free energy reaction proles.
The conversions of A to B and to C are achieved by following
respectively the AB and AC pathways. An alternative mechanism
is proposed that implies an intermediate where the three

Paper
bottom arms are equivalent (all-arms-outside conguration)
and it can therefore evolve to either A, or B, or C (path AD).
These three pathways share the rst step, located at
63.8 kJ mol1, which is a rotation of the –C(68)H2– moiety
leading to intermediate 1.
-The AB pathway implies a step to rotate the arm containing
C(88) into the cage, resulting in the intermediate 2b, where all
the pyridines have already approximately the nal conformation. The transition state corresponding to this transformation
is located at 61.5 kJ mol1. The following steps are rearrangements to reorient the OMe groups and the oxygen link of the
new inside-arm.
-The AC pathway implies two successive steps to rotate the
arm C(78) into the cage. A rst transition state, located at
58 kJ mol1, implies a rearrangement of the pyridine connected
to C(78) and leads to 2c, which readily evolves to 3c (see Fig. S4 in
the ESI†). In this intermediate 3c, the pyridine ring connected to
C(78) is in an unfavourable position, with the nitrogen atom
pointing inside the cage. In the next step a rotation occurs that
adjusts simultaneously the positions of the pyridine rings and
the oxygen link of the new inside arm (O(51)). From there, the
following steps are rearrangements to reorient the OMe groups
and the oxygen link O(2). With the exception of the rst step, the
transition states are all lower than 60 kJ mol1 in DG.
-In the AD path, two rotations implying the oxygen links O(51)
(transition state located at 61.1 kJ mol1) and O(4) leads to
intermediate D, which presents a ‘C3 symmetry’ and it can
therefore evolve to each of the three isoenergetic A, B and C
structures.
All over, the highest transition states are located at 60–
64 kJ mol1 above the computed Gibbs free energy of the crystal
structure. The computed pathways do not diﬀer signicantly
from an energetic point. The AC path appears slightly preferred;
however, diﬀerences are tiny. We notice here that the D intermediate is more stable than 1, even if the two structures share
a similar conformation of the bottom part of the cage (all-armoutside conformation). The optimized structures of 1 and D are
compared in Fig. 5, to illustrate general structural parameters

Isomerization pathway AE between isoenergetic structures of cage 1: A (red arm inside), B and C. The atoms involved in each step are
indicated. The blue spheres represent the N atoms.

Fig. 6
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that contribute to stabilize conformations. Diﬀerently than in A,
the –CH2– links connected to the bottom Nsp3 have almost
eclipsed conformations in 1 and D. The diﬀerences between 1
and D are related to the positions of the –CH2O– links connecting the pyridines to the top CTV (O(4), O(51) and O(2)). In D,
all these links are optimally oriented, as the relative positions of
the oxygen atoms with respect to the nitrogen atoms allow for
reducing the repulsion due to their lone pairs. This is not the
case for O(4) and O(51) in 1; moreover, even if the O(2) atom is
properly oriented with respect to the nitrogen atom, one
hydrogen atom is eclipsed with the pyridine ring.
The fact that the 1H-NMR signals suggest an overall C3
symmetry even at 220 K, motivated us to look for a further
mechanism with lower barriers. A fourth pathway AE is presented in Fig. 6. It diﬀers from the previous ones, as the initial
step is a low-barrier conformational change that leads to
a structure where the inner arm is conserved, as well as the
right-handed TPA orientation.
The resulting intermediate 1e, very close in energy to A, is of
relevance: the conformation change impacts the orientation of
the C(88)H2 unit connected to the bottom Nsp3 (see Fig. 6), and,
notably, it implies a conguration inversion of this bottom Nsp3.
In the crystal structure the nitrogen lone pair is pointing inside
the cage, while in 1e it is pointing outside the cage, as shown by
the molecular orbitals depicted in Fig. 7.
Aer a minor conformation adjustment that implies the
oxygen link –CH2O(2)–, a combined rotation of the inner arm
–C(68)H2– and of the –C(78)H2– moieties leads to a rearrangement of the pyridines orientation. The resulting intermediate E
has a ‘C3 symmetry’ and therefore can evolve to either A, B or C.
This intermediate E diﬀers from the ‘C3 symmetrical’ D

Fig. 7 Molecular orbital representations of the lone pair of the bottom
Nsp3, for the P/P isomers in their conformations A and 1e (isovalue 0.07
a.u.).

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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intermediate, as it presents a compact structure, with the lonepair of the bottom NNsp3 pointing inside the cage, as described
earlier for the tribenzylamine hemicryptophane reported by N.
S. Kahn et al.12
In E, the nitrogen atoms of the pyridines are directing their
lone pairs toward the inside of the cage, as well. Interestingly,
we cannot associate a P or M descriptor to the orientation of the
TPA unit (see bottom view). However, the intermediate E, which
is less stable than the crystal structure, readily transforms into
A, B or C.
Finally, the computed isomerization barriers are compatible
with fast conversion on NMR time scale among the A, B or C
isomers, even at 220 K. This is consistent with an averaged 1HNMR signal. Among the computed pathways, the AE mechanism is the preferred, with the highest transition state is located
at only 38.4 kJ mol1 (Gibbs free energy diﬀerence with respect
to P/P-1).

Conclusions
This work describes a computational analysis that rationalizes
the peculiar properties of the TPA-based hemicryptophane cage
1 in terms of chirality transfer and fast conformational changes.
The remote control of the TPA helicity, dictated by the chirality
of the CTV cap of 1, has been investigated by combining
experimental characterization (XRD), with a computational
treatment. Calculations indicate that the one-arm-inside structures (P/P-1, A, B and C) are the most stable among the
computed ones as they possess optimal conformations, minimizing eclipsed bonds and showing a favourable orientation of
the heteroatom lone pairs (nitrogen and oxygen atoms).
Furthermore, several possible conformations of 1 have been
optimized. Although some structures where the P or M
descriptors were not applicable to the TPA unit (such as II)
could exist, the P/M (or M/P) isomer of 1 was found to be much
less stable that the P/P (or M/M) counterpart. These results are
in good agreement with the experimental data as only M/M-1
and P/P-1 could be experimentally observed (XRD). Interestingly, a careful analysis of the structural parameters of these
computed structures reveals that the more stable conformation
M/M (or P/P) arises from a preferential staggered orientation of
the pyridines regarding the CTV moiety. Therefore, the staggered or eclipsed conformations between the TPA pyridines and
the CTV aromatics is key in order to achieve a robust chirality
transfer.
Finally, the missing link between the single picture given by
the solid-state XRD analysis and the average conguration
experimentally observed by the 1H-NMR studies, has been
elucidated by evidencing favourable isomerization pathways
between isoenergetic isomers of 1. Indeed, some pathways have
been proposed for the conversion of one P/P structure into
another conformation (A, B or C), suggesting that equilibria are
possible among them. As a consequence, the 1H-NMR signal is
averaged on all these possible structures.
Overall, our computational modelling highlights (i) the key
structural feature that are required to achieve chirality transfer
between one chiral CTV and another C3 symmetrical unit in
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a contracted cage, and (ii) the occurrence of fast conformational
changes. Based on these results this computational approach
will be further applied to the rational design of new chiral cages
displaying chirality transfer.
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